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Why do we vote for what we vote for?
Key for democracy: electoral accountability→Agency problem.

How do we separate noise from signal? What determines our voting decisions?

Perfectly rational voting? Perfect information processing + Retrospective voting
(Persson and Tabellini, 2000; Drago et al., 2018)

Environmental factors? Inattention, non-standard beliefs (DellaVigna, 2009),
cognition costs (e.g., ballot-order effects: Hansen et al., 2016; luck vs. effort:
Wolfers, 2009).

Do contextual factors at the polling station significantly affect people’s voting
decisions?

Do the physical conditions of the polling station matter?
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Framework+Preview of results

Framework: Presidential elections 2015 in Argentina. Mayor of Buenos Aires
running for President.

Important: the ”incumbent” is the Mayor of Buenos Aires. Do citizens of BA
punish him when he tries to become a President?

Main Result: Context matters. Punishment between 0.21 and 0.6 pp. 0 effect
on turnout or valid voting.

Who: Mostly voters who should care and should have known: Lower-income
voters, voters with likely higher proportion of children in schooling age.
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Identification Strategy

Figure: Electoral Circuits - Schools

169 electoral circuits in BA

≈ 450 public schools

Random allocation of voters to
schools within electoral circuit

Identifying assumption: last
name does not correlate
systematically (across circuits)
with the quality of schools
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Distribution of schools by type
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Sample+Data

Voting: Presidential Election 2015, restricted to BA. Three rounds of elections
(pooled). Data at the polling station level (4,331).

Schools: Official (not-public) data on school infrastructure. 4 categories: Very
good (12%), Good (37%), Bad (40%), Very Bad (11%)

Other: Block-level housing prices (online scrapping), expected distance to
school, number of bus/metro stops close to each schools, registered voters per
station, average age per station, number of monitors per party, proportion of
male per station,average density of children per household (census)
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Table: Balance test

Equation 1

No. Electors Housing Prices Age Male
Bad Quality -0.09 49 0.09 0.0007

(0.07) (70) (0.065) (0.012)
[-0.03σ] [0.07σ] [0.002σ] [0.0014σ]

Observations 12.958 12.958 531,272 1,100,374
R-Squared 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Standard Errors clustered at the school level in parentheses
*** p <0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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Model

Mayorpr = αBadQualitys + ηc + γr + λXs + ΛXp + εpr (1)

+ Lower-Income vs. Higher Income circuits
+ Low density vs. High density of children in schooling age

Controls: Block-level housing prices, (expected) average distance voter-school,
number of bus/metro stop stations within a 5 blocks radio voters per station,

number of monitors per party-station, average age per station, proportion of male
per station, number of stations per school
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Main Results: Graphic Overview 2 categories

Figure: Voting Share for Mayor - 2 categories
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Table: Effect of School Quality on Voting for Macri (percentage)

Equations 1 and 2
(A) (B)

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
Bad Quality -0.21* -0.49*** -0.52** -0.22* -0.53*** -0.60***

(0.11) (0.16) (0.17) (0.11) (0.17) (0.18)
Bad Quality * Upper Income Circuit 0.53*** 0.54***

(0.22) (0.17)
Total Effect (Upper Income Circuits) 0.03 0.05

(0.15) (0.15)
Bad Quality * Low Den. of Child. 0.55*** 0.66***

(0.21) (0.23)
Total Effect (LDC) 0.024 0.06

(0.13) (0.14)
Obs. 12,626 12,626 12,626 12,626 12,626 12,626
R-Squared 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92

Standard Errors clustered at the school level in parentheses
*** p <0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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Table: Effect of School Quality on Voting for Macri (percentage)

Equations 1 and 2
(A) (B)

(1) (2) (1) (2)
Bad Quality (BQ) -0.21* -0.58*** -0.22* -0.67***

(0.11) (0.19) (0.11) (0.20)
BQ * Upper Income Circuit (UIC) 0.25 0.33

(0.40) (0.41)
BQ * Low Density of Children (LDC) 0.54** 0.50*

(0.26) (0.36)
BQ * UIC * LDC -0.5 0.03

(0.36) (0.54)
Effect on Lower-Income + HDC -0.58*** -0.67***
Effect on Lower-Income + LDC -0.27 -0.17
Effect on Higher Income + LDC -0.32 -0.34
Effect on Higher Income + HDC 0.11 0.12
Obs. 12,626 12,626 12,626 12,626
R-Squared 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.86
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Turnout and Valid Votes

Table: Effect of School Quality on Turnout and Valid Votes (percentage)

Equations 1 and 2
Full Controls School Controls Round and Circuit FE

Turnout Valid Turnout Valid Turnout Valid
Bad Quality -0.007 0.005 -0.009 0.004 0.02 0.02

(0.09) (0.02) (0.09) (0.03) (0.09) (0.03)

Obs. 12,652 12,652 12,652 12,652 12,652 12,652
R-Squared 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.86

Standard Errors clustered at the school level in parentheses
*** p <0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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Main Results: Graphic Overview 4 categories

Figure: Voting Share for Mayor - 4 categories
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Conclusions

Environmental factors matter Information is abundant, but difficult to process:
timing and form matters. The effect is disproportionate!

Effect might be large! Up to 0.6pp caused by a very subtle treatment. What
about other contextual cues (cleaning streets, subtle propaganda)?

Positive or negative? Politicians spend lots of money in campaign. Voters react
to a subtle cue at the polling station!
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